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Grammatical problems are a hallmark of SLI: most children with SLI seem to have problems with grammatical rules like inflection, agreement or those involved in complex syntactic structures. While grammatical abilities have been studied extensively in younger children with SLI, fewer studies have considered what happens with their grammatical problems as children with SLI grow older. In this article, the literature on outcomes of SLI is reviewed, with special focus on the linguistic outcomes. The studies on adolescents/adults with SLI indicate that, besides problems in socio-emotional functioning and psychiatric wellbeing, language impairments are often persistent into adolescence. Studies on specific grammatical aspects indicate that the problems that characterize SLI in childhood are still present in adulthood, but performance seems to depend on the type of task and linguistic context. Different theoretical frameworks are evaluated with respect to their ability to explain these particular outcomes. The Vulnerable Markers Hypothesis is proposed as the framework that seems to explain the outcomes the best.

1 Introduction

Wexler (1998) once claimed that children can informally be described as ‘little inflection machines’, for they seem to learn the inflectional rules of their language efficiently and very quickly in their first years of life. The description is a striking characterization of the way typically developing children acquire their first language, but for some children, the machine does not seem to work properly. Children with a Specific Language Impairment (SLI) have profound problems in
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learning the linguistic rules of their language, although there is no clear etiology for these problems. They have normal hearing, a non-verbal IQ in the normal range (above 85) and no neurological or cognitive deficit or socio-emotional problems that can explain their language impairment (Stark and Tallal 1981, Leonard 1998). Yet, they exhibit problems in several aspects of language (Leonard 2009, Tomblin, Freese and Records 1992).

In the last decennia, several studies point towards a genetic factor in the etiology of SLI (Bishop, North and Donlan 1995, Bishop 2008, Fisher et al. 1998). SLI seems to occur more in families with a history of language problems, the disorder often affects multiple siblings in a family and boys are more often affected than girls. There thus seems to be a genetic influence in SLI but to date no gene or genetic profile has been found that can predict and explain SLI.

A large group of children with SLI have problems in the grammatical domain. These children are often described as ‘typical or classical SLI’ (Bishop 2004). Inflection is one of the areas in which the disorder manifests itself relatively clearly. Subject-verb agreement and past tense marking have for instance been shown to be vulnerable areas in children with SLI from different language backgrounds (Schwartz 2009, de Jong 1999). The severity of the problems seems to be negatively correlated with the richness of the morphological system of a language since fewer problems are reported in morphologically rich languages like Italian. The inflectional problems in SLI are not restricted to the verbal domain. Some languages, such as Dutch, also have inflection in the nominal domain, for instance in the agreement between adjectives and nouns for grammatical gender. In Dutch, these problems in adjectival inflection in SLI go hand in hand with problems in the assignment of definite determiners to nouns, in which the grammatical gender is also expressed (Orgassa and Weerman 2008). Once the correct definite determiner is assigned, adjectival inflection is also reasonably accurate. The problems in the grammatical domain thus extend beyond the rules involved in inflection and also seem to involve assignment of grammatical features. A third example of cross-linguistically attested problems in the grammatical domain in children with SLI are problems with complex syntactic structures like relative clauses or wh-questions (van der Lely and Battell 2003, Stavrakaki 2006, Hamann 2006). The grammatical problems in SLI are thus quite extensive.

While grammatical abilities have been studied widely in younger children with SLI, that is between four and eight years of age, fewer studies have considered what happens in later development. Do they eventually learn the grammatical rules they are struggling with during childhood or do they still show
the same errors? Or do they perhaps develop ways to avoid or conceal their persisting problems? These questions are of theoretical relevance, since they may shed light on what happens to an impaired language system when it is beyond a certain age and is thought to have limited access to implicit rule learning mechanisms. Furthermore, the answers to these questions could provide valuable information for the treatment of language disorders. The aim of this article is therefore to find out whether the specific problems that are seen in younger children with SLI remain in adolescence or adulthood and in what form. To this end, the literature was thoroughly reviewed and evaluated in terms of possible explanations for the findings.

Because there is no clear consensus on the use of the label SLI, articles on individuals with language impairment (LI), language disorders (LD), expressive dysphasia, primary language impairment (PLI) or developmental language disorder (DLD) were also scanned for the selection criteria used. If the criteria used matched the generally accepted exclusion criteria for SLI (no other impairment or deficit that can interfere with language ability, no nonverbal IQ below average), the study was included in this review. Studies on subjects with language problems secondary to other conditions such as general learning disabilities, hearing problems, neurological or cognitive deficits, socio-emotional problems or psychiatric disorders were thus excluded. However, because there is a debate on the proper ‘inclusion criteria’ for SLI, studies with varying cut-off points for the language problems (from -1 SD to -2 SD) are included. The term SLI will be used henceforth in this article for the sake of simplicity.

In the studies to be reported, two groups of subjects are involved. One consists of adolescents with a history of SLI, often reported on in follow-up studies. The other consists of adolescents who still meet the criteria for SLI. Both types of studies are included and the subject group will be specified. The studies that were retrieved varied furthermore considerably in terms of age of subjects, design of the study (longitudinal, cross-sectional), type of data (parent reports, standardized tests, spontaneous language samples, experiments) and the domain of outcomes (linguistic, academic, socio-emotional, behavioral, psychological). Since we are interested in persistence of SLI into adolescence, we chose to select only those studies reporting the outcomes of children older than 10 years of age (following the definition of adolescence of the World Health Organization (2005): 10-20 years).

The structure of this paper is the following. In section 2, studies reporting persistence of general language problems will be discussed. These studies shed light on the proportion of children with SLI who still have language problems in
adolescence. In section 3 we will then focus on the persistence of specific grammatical disabilities in adolescent SLI. In the final section, the literature will be evaluated in terms of possible explanations. The Vulnerable Markers Hypothesis is proposed as the framework that explains the particular patterns seen in SLI the best.

2 Language problems in adolescents with (a history of) SLI

Many studies on adolescents or adults with (a history of) SLI concentrate on non-linguistic outcomes like socio-emotional functioning or psychological wellbeing. These studies indicate persistent problems in the social, emotional, behavioural and psychiatric domain (Davison and Howlin 1997, Weiner 1974, Clegg et al. 2005, Conti-Ramsden and Durkin 2008, Baker and Cantwell 1987, Beitchman et al. 1996b, Beitchman et al. 2001, Arkkila et al. 2009, Snowling et al. 2006). Language development is closely related to development in these domains and this relationship may be the strongest in adolescence, since this is a period where a child faces developmental changes in the emotional, social, physiological and psychological domain. The nature of the relationship is however not immediately clear. The relation might be a direct one, in the sense that there are remaining problems in the language domain that directly cause problems in the socio-emotional and psychiatric domain. Another possibility is an indirect relationship, where language problems in childhood resulted in socio-emotional or psychiatric problems in adolescence while the language problems themselves have been resolved.

Several studies have been published that indicate persistence of language deficits into adolescence and adulthood (see Leonard 1998 for an overview of studies reporting the persistence of language impairments). Many studies report measures of general language abilities in adolescents or adults with (a history of) SLI, but do not specify which specific aspects of language remain problematic in this developmental phase. The next section reviews the language abilities of adolescents or adults with (a history of) SLI in a general, non-specific sense (2.1). Afterwards, we focus on the studies that report grammatical disabilities in adolescents with (a history of) SLI in more detail (2.2).

2.1 Persistence of general language problems

To what extent are language problems in SLI persistent over time? An answer to this question is not straightforward since adolescence is a period in which language
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milestones cannot be distinguished as easily as they are in childhood (Nippold 1995). Furthermore, fewer standardized tests and criteria are available for this developmental phase. Statistics on the number of adolescents with a diagnosis of a language disorder are therefore not representative of the real prevalence of language disorders in adolescence (Larson and McKinley 1995). A few studies have been published that report longitudinal or follow-up data on a group of children with SLI and thus can tell us something on the persistence of SLI in adolescence or adulthood.

Stothard et al. (1998), carried out a follow-up study on the data of Bishop and Edmundson (1987). A group of 87 English children had been divided at 4 years of age into a ‘general delay’ group (N=19) and a group of children with ‘SLI’ (N=68). At age 5;6, the children with SLI had been reassessed and were divided in a group of children whose language problems had ‘resolved’ (N=30), and a group of children with ‘persistent’ SLI (N=38). Stothard et al. were able to retest 30 children with ‘persistent SLI’, 26 of the children with ‘resolved’ SLI and 15 children with a ‘general delay’ of the original group at the age of 15-16. In the group of children with ‘persistent SLI at age 5;6’, 70% was still classified as speech and language impaired at age 15/16 (N=21). The basis for classification was a score below -1.89 SD on one of the subtests, or scores below -1.29 on more than one subtest. Another 50% of the adolescents whose language problems seemed to have had resolved at age 5;6 and 33% of the adolescents who seemed to have had a general delay at age 5;6 (both verbal and nonverbal IQ below the norm) obtained scores that fell in the category of speech and language impairments (N=8 and N=5, respectively). Language impairments thus seem quite persistent over time and although they may seem to have disappeared in childhood, they can appear again at a later age (Stothard et al. 1998).

Similar findings on the persistence of language problems were reported in a large-scale longitudinal study (N=242) on the speech and language outcomes of a group of English participants with speech and/or language impairments (Johnson et al. 1999). Participants had been identified at age 5, and were revisited at ages 12 and 19. Language impairment at the later testing point was defined as scoring more than 1 SD below the mean on a general language test for adolescents/adults or scoring more than 2 SD below the mean on any of the language subtests. Of the group that was categorized as ‘language impaired' at age 5 (on the basis of test scores and clinical judgments), around 70-73% continued to have a language impairment at age 19. Furthermore, the study reports considerable stability in language performance over time (the ranking on the basis of scores remained the
same) and better outcomes for adolescents with speech impairments compared to adolescents with language impairments.

Another large scale follow-up study was performed by Botting et al. (2001). They tested 117 English children with SLI at 7 years of age and reassessed them at 11 years of age. In the original sample, children had been selected on the basis of a clinical judgment and not on a priori SLI-criteria\(^1\). Many of the original subjects (75.2%) had poor outcomes (below -1SD) on at least three language measures at 11 years of age, indicating a high percentage of persistence of SLI. This study furthermore reports that the best predictor for a good or bad outcome at age 11 was the score for narrative retelling and expressive syntax at the age of 7.

Finally, Clegg et al. (2005) reported longitudinal data of 17 English children with SLI at several points in time (9, 13, 24 and 36 years of age). They were compared to non-impaired siblings and a control group matched on IQ. The longitudinal data shows persistence of receptive and expressive impairments over time, even into adulthood. Both on receptive and expressive measures the adolescents and adults with a history of SLI scored significantly below unimpaired siblings and IQ-matched peers (p<.001).

The literature thus reports percentages of persistent SLI between 70% and 80%. Even when language problems may seem to have disappeared in childhood, they can appear again at a later age in adolescents with (a history of) SLI. While children with speech impairments seem to catch up, children with language impairments keep falling short when they are compared to their typically developing peers. Their persistent language problems also influence academic achievement since adolescents with SLI often have reading and spelling problems and reach lower levels of academic achievement (Stothard et al. 1998, Aram, Ekelman and Nation 1984, de Ajuriaguerra et al. 1976, Beitchman et al. 1996a, Conti-Ramsden et al. 2002, Hall and Tomblin 1978, Law et al. 2009, Nippold and Schwarz 2002, Rescorla 2000, Stark et al. 1984, Snowling, Bishop and Stothard 2000, Young et al. 2002, Conti-Ramsden, Durkin and Walker 2012). These problems are clearly associated with (a history of) problems in the language domain, since adolescents who only had speech problems in childhood without having language problems do not encounter the same problems in reading and spelling when they are older (Hall and Tomblin 1978, Beitchman et al. 1996a, Young et al. 2002).

\(^1\) According to another article on the same data, 85% of the children that were tested met the criteria for SLI (Conti-Ramsden et al. 2001).
2.2 Persistent grammatical problems

The studies discussed above do not indicate which specific grammatical problems remain in SLI. In this section, literature on specific syntactic and morphological problems in adolescents with (a history of) SLI will be discussed in more detail in order to answer the question what grammatical problems remain when children with SLI grow older. First, problems in complex syntactic structures will be described. Afterwards, problems in morphological rules are listed.

2.2.1 Problems with complex syntactic structures

As mentioned in section 1, children with SLI are often reported to have problems with complex syntactic structures like relative clauses, passives or *wh*-questions. Problems with complex structures can express themselves in two ways. Children with SLI either use them to a lesser extent than typically developing children, or they make more errors in these structures. The studies reported here indicate both types of problem in adolescents with (a history of) SLI.

Marinellie (2004) for instance analyzed spontaneous language samples of older English children with SLI (N=15, average age 10;8) and age-matched typically developing peers on several complex constructions such as adverbial relative clauses, coordinate clauses, *wh*-clauses etc. Most of the structures used by the typically developing older children were also used by the older children with SLI, although to a lesser extent. Similar findings were presented in a study by Hesketh (2006), who examined relative clauses in an elicitation task and a narrative task in a somewhat younger group of English children with SLI (N=66, aged 6-11). It was hard to elicit full relative clauses from the group of children with SLI (the construction was avoided but it is not specified how), and in the narrative data they used more reduced relatives instead of full relative clauses.

This finding of less frequent use of subordination in SLI was recently confirmed for French (Tuller et al. 2012). Tuller et al. investigated the complexity of the spontaneous speech of French adolescents with SLI (N=18, aged 11-16) in comparison to different age groups of typically developing children/adolescents (6 years, 8 years and 11 years of age). The results are interpreted as indicating that English and French adolescents with SLI tend to avoid complexity in their spontaneous speech by using coordination/juxtaposition (rather than subordination), the omission of a complementizer and via direct speech. They used even fewer complex clauses than their 6-year old language matched peers (matched on MLUw).
In two small studies of Dutch adolescents with SLI, adolescents with SLI did not use complex sentence structures less frequently than typically developing peers. A study by Burger and Rijpma (1998), based on narrative data, found no difference between 10 adolescents with SLI (average age 14;3) and their age-matched peers on MLU and syntactic complexity. The groups did, however, differ on the number of grammatical errors. Another study on older children with SLI examined the correlation between the complexity and correctness of sentences in three age groups of Dutch children with SLI (8-9, 9-10, 10+, total N=24) and did find some support for the idea that complex syntactic structures are difficult for older children with SLI. The mean number of errors per utterance correlated significantly with the complexity of the sentence (the more complex the sentence, the more errors were made). Subordinate clauses appeared to be the most problematic structures for the older Dutch children with SLI because they make more errors in these structures (van Groningen 2010). Dutch adolescents with SLI thus seem to use complex structures to the same extent as their typically developing peers, but find them more difficult since they make more errors. The contrasting findings between languages may be explained by methodological or cross-linguistic differences between studies. Perhaps, some contexts or methodologies elicit more complex constructions than others.

Problems with complex syntax thus seem to be a characteristic of adolescents with SLI. They use them to a lesser extent and they make more errors within them. While typically developing adolescents make few errors in complex clauses, these were frequent in the language samples of adolescents with SLI (omissions, errors in inflectional features or syntactic errors like word order errors). The amount of errors was independent of sentence length, but correlated with the amount of subordinate clauses. Within the SLI group, those adolescents using more coordinated/juxtaposed clauses had fewer grammatical errors in their sentences. The production of coordinate/juxtaposed clauses thus seems a possible avoidance strategy for adolescents with SLI (Tuller et al. 2012). The finding that English and French adolescents with SLI used few complex clauses in their spontaneous speech indicates why questionnaires and spontaneous language samples are not appropriate for testing whether these adolescents have mastered these grammatical rules of their language (Nippold et al. 2008). If certain structures are hardly elicited, it is difficult to test whether the grammatical knowledge required to produce this construction is present or not. Testing grammatical structures directly gives more information concerning which errors persist in SLI. Several authors therefore conclude that experimental tasks are
needed in order to know whether adolescents are able to produce or understand the constructions they are using less frequently.

2.2.2 Morphological errors

Which morphological errors are problematic in SLI is partly language-dependent. In English, problems in past tense marking and third-person singular are core characteristics of SLI and these aspects are reported to be still problematic in adolescence. Past tense marking seems to be the most difficult, with 64% of the 11-year old subjects with SLI scoring 1 SD below the mean, and 27% scoring 2 SD below the mean (Conti-Ramsden et al. 2001, Botting et al. 2001). Problems in the domain of finite verb morphology were also confirmed by Norbury, Bishop and Briscoe (2001), who studied English children with SLI in the age range of 7 to 11 years on past tense marking and third person singular and compared them to language-age matched and chronological age-matched peers. On both tasks, children with SLI performed significantly worse than the two control groups, especially on past tense marking.

Marchman, Saccuman and Wulfeck (2004) report similar results in a group of English children with SLI (mean age 8.9, SD 2.6 years, some children were above the age of 10). However, they give more details on the type of errors. Errors mainly consisted of zero-marking (leaving out the third-person singular morpheme) and suffixation in irregular verbs (for example the bell ranged instead of the bell rang). Van der Lely and Ullman (2001) tested a somewhat older group of English SLI subjects on past tense marking (N=12, age 9;3-12;10). Adolescents with SLI performed worse than both a control group matched on morphological abilities (comprehension and production task of regular and irregular morphemes) and a control group matched on vocabulary level (passive and active) in regular verb contexts only. In irregular contexts, past tense marking only showed a difference between the adolescents with SLI and the vocabulary-matched controls. According to this study, the regular past tense formation is particularly impaired in SLI.

Miller, Leonard and Finneran (2008) showed that even at the age of 16, English adolescents with SLI (N=48) are less sensitive to the omission or substitution of grammatical morphemes. Although scoring relatively high on grammaticality judgment tasks (90%), adolescents with SLI scored significantly worse than age-matched controls. They were less sensitive to the omission of tense morphemes (-ed and third person singular present –s), non-tense morphemes (-ing and the possessive –s), and commission of the same tense morphemes (It is impolite to stared at people at the Mall). Omission of –ed was the most difficult to
perceive. The authors indicate that the adolescents with SLI do not seem to have a
deficit in their grammatical representations because they have a high correct
judgment rate on tasks tapping the perception of grammatical rules. However, they
make some errors in their production and they still have problems perceiving
specific grammatical violations.

English older children/adolescents with SLI thus clearly have problems with
the third-person singular affix in English and the production (and perception) of
past tense marking in English. Similar findings have been reported for Dutch, in
which subject-verb agreement also seems to be a persistent problem into
adolescence. Data on grammatical problems in Dutch older children with SLI (8-
12 years, N=36) indicates that in spontaneous language samples, grammatical
errors mainly occur in subject-verb agreement. Problems with adjectival inflection,
and past tense marking were expected on the basis of the literature, but were not
found (Hoek 2010). Another study by Weerman, Duinmeijer and Orgassa (2011)
made use of experimental tasks for testing subject-verb agreement. Dutch
adolescents with SLI (N=9, age 12-13) performed better than the younger SLI-
group and obtained high accuracy rates. However their performance is not yet
100% (around 95%) while typically developing children reach ceiling around 6
years of age. With novel verbs, the adolescents with SLI performed worse than
with existing verbs, although not significantly. Furthermore, the error rate appeared
to be higher in main clauses which in Dutch involve movement of the verb to
second position of the sentence. Subject-verb agreement thus seems to remain a
vulnerable area for SLI into adolescence also in Dutch, but performance seems to
be dependent on the linguistic context.

Another morphological domain that has been tested in experiments in Dutch
is the assignment of gender to nouns and gender agreement between adjectives and
nouns. Keij (2009) tested knowledge of grammatical gender in articles in Dutch
and compared younger (N=11, 6-10 years) and older age groups with SLI (N=9, 8-
12 years) to controls. Both the younger and the older group of children with SLI
had significant problems in gender assignment in comparison to their typically
developing peers. Although older children were better at assigning gender to nouns
in a knowledge task (grammatical judgment), they did not perform any better than
the younger children on a production task. Gender assignment to nouns thus seems
to be an area in which Dutch children with SLI persistently make errors into
adolescence. This observation was confirmed in a study by Weerman et al. (2011),
who tested article assignment with a production task and obtained similar results.
Adolescents with SLI (N=9, aged 12;3-13;3) were not significantly better in
assigning correct articles to nouns than younger children with SLI (N=25, aged 6-
8). In adjectival inflection (inflection according to the gender of the noun) adolescents with SLI seemed to have picked up the rules for inflection of the adjective, but because they persistently fail to assign the correct gender to nouns, the adjective was not inflected correctly.

In sum, the review of studies that discuss grammatical problems in adolescents with SLI indicate that there are persistent problems in complex syntax (marked by less use of- and a higher rate of errors in complex structures) and the morphological domain (mainly in finite verb inflection). Concerning the morphological errors, adolescents with SLI perform well on judgment tasks, but still make errors in their production. These errors are partly dependent on the linguistic context, since particular structures elicit higher error rates in experiments and the amount of grammatical errors in spontaneous speech is correlated to the complexity of the sentence.

3 A theoretical perspective on SLI

As long as children with SLI have being studied, researchers have been searching for explanations for the language disorder. Explanations can been sought at different levels, as has been visualised clearly in the causal model of developmental disorders by Bishop and Snowling (2004). In this model a distinction is made between observed behaviour, cognitive processes, neurobiology and aetiology (genetic and environmental factors). Furthermore, the model illustrates the fact that various causes can underlie the same observed behaviour and vice versa, the same underlying cause can cause different observed phenotypes. It may therefore not be sufficient to search for explanations at one level only.

As has been discussed in the introduction, recent findings suggest a genetic factor in the aetiology of SLI (e.g. Bishop et al. 1995, Bishop 2008, Fisher et al. 1998), but a clear genetic profile for individuals with language impairments has not been found yet. Genetics therefore does not provide an answer yet to the question what causes a specific language impairment. The same holds for studies focussing on the neurobiological level, measuring brain activation in language disordered children. Although several effects have been shown on the neurobiological level (e.g. differences in the amount of activation in certain areas or in the timing of activation, Leppänen et al. 2005), language disorders cannot yet be explained on the basis of neurobiological patterns. Explanations for SLI are therefore still largely based on observations of cognitive processes and behaviour.
In the literature on explanations for SLI, roughly two groups of accounts can be distinguished. The first group is often denoted as *representational accounts*, because the locus of the problems is sought in the representation of knowledge. According to these theories, children with SLI are lacking a certain linguistic principle that causes the specific language problems that can be observed. Although the locus of this deficit is variable across different theories, these accounts all predict problems to show up in the grammatical domain – in the learning of grammatical rules and the representation of grammatical knowledge (e.g. Clahsen, Bertke and Göllner 1997, Rice and Wexler 1996, Wexler 2003, van der Lely and Battell 2003, Marshall and van der Lely 2007). The other group of explanations can be referred to as the *processing accounts*. In this type of accounts, the problems in SLI are thought to stem from an information processing problem, while the language faculty itself is intact. Some theories propose a quite specific problem in the processing of auditory or phonological information (e.g. Gathercole and Baddeley 1990, Gathercole 2006 and Chiat 2001) or in speech perception (Joanisse and Seidenberg 2003). Others assume a broader deficit in the processing of both linguistic and non-linguistic information (e.g. Kail 1994, Windsor and Hwang 1999). The processing accounts have in common that they assume a processing deficit (either general or specific) that causes inadequate or incomplete processing of the input, which makes linguistic notions that require a great deal of input in order to be acquired particularly vulnerable for SLI. Linguistic features that are acquired relatively late in typical language development are therefore thought of as being problematic for children with SLI.

How can the observed language behavior in the adolescent SLI-group be best explained? What does the difference between judgment and production, and the dependence of error rates on linguistic context tell us about the nature of SLI? Miller et al. (2008) indicate that their results cannot be explained in terms of a specific grammatical deficit since accuracy rates were quite high, but may be better described by a model of general processing limitations. They discuss additional data which shows that adolescents and adults with SLI have persistent problems in the processing of auditory information. Adolescents with SLI encode sentences less quickly and have been shown to have slower reaction times and neurological under-activation on several aspects of information processing (Aram et al. 1984, Weismer et al. 2005, Miller et al. 2006). Processing limitations thus seem to persist into adolescence in SLI.

One of the theories that is based on the idea of a processing deficit underlying SLI and is particularly taking into account the observation that results in SLI-subjects can be inconsistent is the *Vulnerable Markers Hypothesis* (Bishop
1994). In this hypothesis, a processing problem in SLI is assumed, due to a limited capacity system that is handling several operations in parallel (decoding of the message at different linguistic levels, for instance, or processing and storing information at the same time). This processing problem causes problems in the acquisition of grammatical rules. At the same time, however, the hypothesis assumes that this processing problem causes a problem in the deployment of rules, leading to omission of grammatical morphemes. The theory predicts that ‘errors will occur when the speech production system is stressed by the need to produce output that makes heavy demands on its processing capacity’ (Bishop 1994, page 528), for instance because the message that has to be conveyed is more complex or contains more complex sentences, or because the retrieval of lexical items requires more effort. The theory was based on the observation that the errors in children’s production of plural markers on nouns and past tense marking on verbs is consistent in the direction of the error (nearly all omissions of an inflection) but not consistent in occurrence of the error (sometimes the inflection is produced and sometimes it is omitted).

From a representational perspective, the inconsistency in production is often taken as evidence that knowledge of rules is missing. It seems implausible to assume a grammatical rule is known at one moment but absent at the next. In the light of representational theories it therefore seems reasonable to take the correct productions as instances of stored lexical entries (for instance plural forms of nouns or past tense forms of verbs can be separately stored in the lexicon). However, as Bishop puts forward, performance also varies within the same lexical items, rejecting an explanation in terms of lexical storage to explain variability. She interprets the results as indicating that children with SLI have knowledge of grammatical functions of morphological markers, but these markers are highly sensitive to loss if sentence processing puts a ‘severe strain on a limited capacity system’ (page 526). Bishop mentions factors like sentence complexity, message complexity, phonological complexity and the amount of material to be processed before the critical point as possible factors influencing performance (Bishop 1994). In the literature sentence length, the position of the word to be inflected in the sentence, the gap between dependent elements and the frequency have also been suggested as factors that play a role in performance breakdown (Grela and Leonard, 2000, Marchman et al. 1999, Marshall and van der Lely 2007, Roulet-Amiot and Jakubowicz 2006, Yung et al. 2009).

The Vulnerable Markers Hypothesis seems to be able to explain the results discussed in this review quite nicely. The fact that Dutch adolescents with SLI do not improve in the production of article assignment compared to younger
populations, but do improve in judgment indicates that knowledge can develop while performance keeps falling short. Also the fact that adolescents with SLI obtain high accuracy rates on the judgment and production of past tense marking and subject-verb agreement, but still make a significant amount of errors seems to indicate that rule knowledge is there, but is not implemented in performance. And the fact that a difference was found between error rates on the same grammatical construct in different linguistic contexts, seems to indicate that the processing load caused by the context plays a role.

Some of these aspects can be explained by representational accounts as well. The *Representational Deficit for Dependent Relations* (RDDR) Hypothesis (van der Lely and Battell 2003) for instance interprets the variable results in terms of optionality of the rule that drives movement (many of the characteristic problems in SLI involve movement). While movement is obligatory in normal grammatical development, it is optional in the grammar of a child with SLI due to a missing principle. By assuming a missing principle which causes optionality of a rule, this theory can explain why children exhibit both correct and incorrect use of the same lexical item. However, it cannot explain the context dependent patterns that we see in the error rates.

Another representational theory that does take into account the idea of influence of linguistic context on performance is the *Computational Grammatical Complexity* (CGC) Hypothesis (van der Lely 2005). This theory assumes that children with SLI have a problem in the representation of structures that require hierarchical organization in the three core components of grammar: the phonological, the syntactic and the morphological component (Marshall and van der Lely 2007). As Bishop puts forward in her article, this theory assumes that a child with SLI prefers storage of regular forms instead of computing them by rules. This makes regular forms subject to word effects like frequency and thus predicts patterns in error rates of different lexical items. However, it cannot explain why correct and incorrect production show up in the same lexical item. Although representational theories are thus also able to explain aspects of the variability found in the SLI-data, there is no representational theory that can account for both the variability in performance between tasks, within tasks and within the same items, and the influence of context.

The Vulnerable Markers Hypothesis thus seems best explaining the variability in error rates in SLI in terms of problems in performance, but which

---

2 A more detailed explanation of the impairment in SLI according to the RDRR can be found in van der Lely and Battell (2003).
factors influence performance remains open to debate. The adolescent population provides a good testing ground for further testing the hypotheses put forward by the Vulnerable Markers Hypothesis. In childhood, problems in rule learning and rule implementation cannot easily be separated because rule knowledge is still developing. In adolescence, however, rule knowledge is thought to be relatively stabilized since access to implicit rule learning mechanisms is assumed to be limited. On the basis of the Vulnerable Markers Hypothesis, differences between rule knowledge and rule implementation are expected in the whole range of grammatical aspects that are problematic SLI when processing load is increased (problems in inflection, assigning gender, using complex syntax). Furthermore, clear patterns are hypothesized in the contexts causing performance breakdown. Finally a link between language scores and processing abilities can be assumed, although the theory does not specify which aspects of processing are impaired in SLI. To test these predictions, experimental studies are needed that can complement the existing data on the problems in adolescents with SLI and that can investigate why children and adolescents with SLI show an inconsistent error pattern in their language production. Experiments need to be designed in which processing demands can be varied in terms of sentence length, sentence structure, the position of the word to be inflected in the sentence, the gap between dependent elements, the frequency and the phonological complexity of words. Furthermore, both receptive and expressive tasks should be used, to test whether there is indeed a gap between knowledge and performance in SLI.
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